Neurozone® High Performance
Team Report
A comprehensive report with neuroscienceinformed insights to continuously unlock
high performance in your team.

Purpose
In a rapidly changing world and increasingly uncertain global landscape, building resilient,
high-performing teams has never been more critical. In order to eﬀectively meet both team and
organizational goals and KPIs, leaders need to carefully consider and manage the systems and
processes that govern team cohesion, coordination, and eﬃcacy. The Neurozone® High Performance
Team Report delivers actionable, customized neuroscience-directed insights and advice to optimize
team synchronization – a highly sought after state, especially while teams work remotely.

Key Beneﬁts
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Cognitive Load Index
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This refers to the balance of time and capabilities available to the team in order to successfully
complete the tasks at hand. An ideal Cognitive Load represents an adequate amount of task
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challenge in a reasonable amount of time. In contrast, both low Cognitive Load (characterized by
too much time and/or too little challenge for a task) and high Cognitive Load (too little time
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and/or too much challenge for a task) are likely to breed diﬀerent kinds of disengagement, and %
%
hinder High Performance.
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Download App
Entry Level
Manager
Senior Manager
Professional

Learn the Science

Specialist
Team Leader

Neuroscience, Analytics, And Systems
Thinking Intersect
“Over the last decade, we have used
neuroscience, analytics, and biological-systems
thinking to build The Neurozone® System on a
sound scientiﬁc foundation. It is at the
intersection of these three ﬁelds where the
science creates profound insights – insights that
inform, drive, and delight our customers. The
Neurozone® High Performance Team Report is
one product that embodies this intersection:
using cutting-edge neuroscience to simplify the
complex systems-based functioning that makes
up human teams.”
Dr Etienne van der Walt
– Neurologist and CEO at Neurozone®

Future-prooﬁng high performance
teams provides protection for
individuals against the rising mental
health pandemic, speciﬁcally by
enhancing individual precision
well-being
Gain valuable insights into your
team’s performance proﬁle with
neuroscience- and metrics-informed
key recommendations
Guide your team by considering
all major team dimensions that
inﬂuence team performance on
a systems level
Receive key recommendations for
team collaboration, synergy, and
high performance
Acquire team-informed insights on
internal and external alignment in
the team value chain
Integrate the team report insights to
reduce burnout risk, build resilience,
and unlock team high performance

Product Characteristics
/ Features
Comprehensive interactive report
Team High Performance Index
Five Team High Performance Domain
Scores with actionables for
optimization:
• High Performance Team Rhythms
• High Performance Team Energy
• High Performance Team
Connectors
• High Performance Team
Transformers
• High Performance Team
Innovators
Many actionable Team Dimension
Scores
Indices and factors driving team
performance, i.e.:
• Cognitive Load Index
• Proximity Index
• Team Task Capability Index
• Team Interconnectedness Index
• Burnout Risk
• C-Factor Readiness Index
Many personalized Data Insights

Optimism

Silencing the Mind
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Energy Blockers

Exercise Duration
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Living Systems Awareness
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Social Safety

Delivery Mode
An easily accessible online solution
All individuals complete the same 20-minute
team assessment
One comprehensive report providing both
quantitative and qualitative neuroscientiﬁc
insights on numerous team performance
dimensions
Ideal tool for stand-alone use or for
team coaching
Assessment can be repeated at regular
intervals to track progress and plan dynamic
optimization

Target Audience
Executive teams
Senior teams
Middle Management teams
Project teams

For more information, visit our website
at www.neurozone.com

